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Abstract
Mobile and wearable devices allow people to capture dif-
ferent aspects of their life experiences (e.g. family holidays,
work meetings, running activities, etc.) in the form of pho-
tos, videos, physiological data, etc. An interesting avenue to
explore is the usage of such captured experiences to sup-
port and augment human memory. Experiences of different
events can be used to generate retrieval memory cues in
order to trigger recall of those recorded events. In addition,
captured experiences can be shared with other (co-located)
people of the same event. The focus of this work is on un-
derstanding the privacy challenges with regard to using and
sharing captured experiences for memory augmentation
purposes. With the ultimate goal of an usage control model
for the protection of personal memory cues, here we pro-
vide insights on: how sharing captured experiences is dif-
ferent from sharing experiences in social media networks,
and what are some challenges in designing an usage con-
trol model for memory cues.

CCS Concepts
•Social and professional topics → Privacy policies;
•Security and privacy → Privacy protections;
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Background
Human memory is inherently fallible and people have been
using different kinds of techniques to better remember past
events, e.g. logging their daily activities in diaries or creat-
ing photo-albums of important events. Such stored data -
referred to as memory cue - serves as a trigger or a stim-
ulus for the human brain to retrieve an instance of a past
event. Results from psychology research show that mem-
ory cues can be used to reinforce and attenuate human
episodic memory [10, 2]. Episodic memory is the collection
of past events or experiences that occurred at a particu-
lar time and place and that can be expressed. In contrast,
prospective memory refers to the ability of remembering
to remember or remembering to perform a planned action.
For example, a single photo can help one to remember the
first bike ride, a flashcard can prompt one the name of a re-
cently met person or an audio song can make one recall a
day from high-school, etc.

An emerging space in this context is the potential of tech-
nology to support and strengthen human cognition with an
emphasis on memory. Vannevar Bush in his 1945 essay
"As we may think" [3] introduced the concept of a personal
information system - the Memex which stores books, pic-
tures, audio recordings, etc. - to complement the human
memory. Bush’s prophetic idea is raised now in the era of
recent advances in technology which overly influence the
way we try to capture, process, store and review our mem-
ories. Advanced mobile and wearable gadgets coupled with
nearly unlimited storage space allow for quasi continuous
recording of our experiences, and data mining techniques
can be employed to extract meaningful memory cues. Per-
sonal displays - smartwatches, smartphones or laptops -
and ambient screens provide many different ways to visu-
alize and review captured memory cues (see Fig 1). The
integration of such technology aspects opens up the oppor-

tunities for pervasive memory augmentation systems, which
can be used in many different situations such as supporting
people with failing memories, influencing behavior change
or helping with better remembering previous meetings.

At the outset it seems that the only requirement for a mem-
ory augmentation system in terms of security and privacy
issues is to employ an access control mechanism in order
to prevent unauthorized access to captured experiences
and memory cues generated from those experiences. The
requirements for protecting memory cues increase signifi-
cantly when considering collaborative memory cues - shar-
ing memory cues with other (co-located) people. With the
ultimate goal of an usage control model - a solution that
goes beyond simply granting access permissions and pro-
vides ways to control the usage of memory cues - and a
policy language for protecting memory cues, in this short
paper we provide insights on:

– how sharing captured experiences and memory cues
is different from sharing in social media (e.g. a single
photo or a text document), and

– what are some challenges and requirements for the
design of an usage control model for sharing memory
cues.

Before describing any privacy control requirements it might
be in order to first describe a scenario to illustrate the mem-
ory augmentation process and to get some understanding
regarding the architecture of such a system.

Scenario
Team Alpha have their quarterly meeting and discuss future
steps of their project. They decide to use the built-in record-
ing system of the meeting room and capture their group
discussions. Before starting the meeting, all participants
provide their consent related to meeting capture.
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Remembering	  

Figure 1: Memory augmentation process

The room is equipped with fixed video recording cameras
that provide perspectives from different angles, microphones
for enhanced audio recording and a dedicated camera for
capturing white board content. In addition to the room’s
infrastructure, two out of four participants have small wear-
able cameras clipped on their shirts - which capture first-
person images every 30 seconds. Captured data is auto-
matically uploaded to the MemoryVault - a warehouse for
storing captured experiences - and then processed in or-
der to generate meaningful memory cues that reflect the
meeting - for instance, images showing white board con-
tent, a list of topics extracted from the audio recordings,
front face image of another person captured from one-to-
one discussions, etc. Depending on their preferences, in
the upcoming days participants will automatically and unob-
trusively receive the memory cues of the meeting on their
smartphones or their office mounted ambient displays. After
reviewing the memory cues for some time, participants will
vividly remember their last meeting.

Sharing memory cues vs. sharing social media
As number of users in social network sites (SNSs) has
grown, so has increased the willingness of users to share
information in SNSs. It is not unusual for people to share
their life experiences and SNSs are places where people
do this everyday. Privacy issues related to sharing are well
studied with the most dominant strands in this context being
privacy issues of location sharing [9], and privacy issues
with regard to sharing audio visual information [1, 6]. Since
this area is established and well studied, one can naturally
ask why do we need something special for sharing captured
experiences in the context of memory augmentation?
We have identified six key differences between sharing ex-
periences/memory cues on SNSs versus sharing them in
memory augmentation systems:

1. Sharing in SNSs is usually encouraged by the desire
to communicate with other people and grow social
relationships [11], while there is an utilitarian (give
and take) incentive to share one’s own experiences
for memory augmentation purposes, e.g. combining
experiences captured from several participants during
a meeting can generate better memory cues to better
remember the meeting.

2. Usually people share in SNSs data related to single
events - e.g. pictures of visiting a new place or some
occasional location updates. In contrast to this, mem-
ory augmentation applications may involve sharing
of continuous experiences (life-logs) of longer events
or even multiple events, e.g sharing data captured for
supporting memories of half a day long meeting or
experiences captured during one’s full day at work.

3. A common practice is that users manually share data
in SNSs despite that some services can be config-
ured to automatically share data on behalf of the user
(e.g. data from run trackers). In most of the cases,
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the envisioned memory augmentation systems will
automatically share experience traces when possible.

4. Captured experiences for memory augmentation can
contain more personal and highly sensitive informa-
tion than experiences usually shared in SNSs - e.g. in
the meeting capture scenario, during a break period a
user may issue a payment transaction and credit-card
numbers can be captured by the room’s built-in cam-
era or the user’s wearable camera. Sharing memory
cues requires higher privacy considerations com-
pared to sharing experiences in social media [5, 8].

5. Another issue that automatically follows up when
sharing contents from one’s personal MemoryVault is
how to filter sensitive and private data. Imagine that
in the meeting capture scenario, one has to browse
three hours of video data from each fixed camera,
thousands of pictures from a chest mounted camera,
plenty of audio snippets to select what data can be
safely shared with other people.

6. Since a personal MemoryVault contains continuous
data streams from different sources - e.g. video from
fixed cameras, audio recordings, pictures from wear-
able cameras, white board content from a meeting,
etc - users themselves struggle to fully make sense of
that data. In this case the sharer is not aware on how
others can understand and interpret shared experi-
ence traces.

Usage control requirements
In order to protect memory cues from unauthorized access
we need some sort of access control mechanism. Tradi-
tional access control solutions do not provide any mecha-
nism to control data once access is granted [4]. The new
family of access control - named as usage control - pro-
vide ability to monitor data usage and continuously evaluate
access permissions [7].

We believe that usage control approaches are a viable ap-
proach for protecting personal memory cues and for se-
curely sharing one’s own memory cues. With the meeting
capture scenario in mind - which shows the main character-
istics of a memory augmentation system - we identify a set
of common requirements to design an usage control model:

1. Users should be able to protect their personal Mem-
oryVaults from unauthorized access in order to avoid
some leakage of personal and (highly)sensitive infor-
mation.

2. The data owner should have the possibility to condi-
tionally share recorded personal experiences. Con-
ditions can be thought as a pre-sharing agreement
on some obligations regarding the usage of shared
data - e.g. shared data can be used only once and
must be deleted after a week or shared experience
traces can be used as provided and cannot be further
processed in order to generate better memory cues.

3. Ability for the experience sharer to revoke access in
case of data misuse.

4. For experiences that have group ownership - e.g.
data captured in the meeting scenario - the system
should resolve conflicts when multiple users provide
data access and usage policies. For instance, in the
meeting capture scenario involving four people, two
members are against the idea of sharing captured
discussions with other people of the department that
didn’t attend the meeting.

5. Users should have some level of access to their own
experiences captured from devices outside of their
control.

6. The set of memory cues related to some event to be
reviewed will have an impact on how that event will be
remembered. It is essential that the system has some
reliance mechanism to provide the provenance of
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the memory cues, especially when memory cues are
shared from other people or captured from devices
outside of the user’s control.

We see this non-comprehensive set of requirements as a
starting point in our work in the area of usage control mod-
els for building secure and trusted memory augmentation
systems.
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